
                                                                                                                             

Action Plans for Readings Above Allowable Limits:        

Dust: 
 
1. Stop work.  
2. Asses the type of work being performed and the conditions within the affected areas. 
3. Open all windows and allow the space to air out.  
4. Re-test the area. 
(In extreme situations portable negative air units with HEPA filters will be setup to clear the air.)  
 
Noise: 
 
1. Stop work.  
2. Asses the type of work being performed and the conditions within the affected areas. 
3. Direct the contractor to perform the work type after hours and / or on weekends.  

Dust Overview and Monitoring Criteria (Per EPA Guidelines): 

 Overview:  
Particulate Matter (PM) also called Particle Pollution (dust) are terms for small solid and liquid particles 
in the air. There are (2) types of Particulate Matter PM2.5 which are fine particles that are smaller than 
2.5 micrometers in size and PM10 which are coarse particles that are smaller than 10 micrometers in 
size. The sources of these particles can be from any of the following: dust, emissions, chemical 
reactions, cooking, etc…   
 

 Allowable Exposure: 
EPA guidelines consider average daily exposure (per year) to 0-12 particles per cubic meter of 2.5PM 
(fine particles less than 2.5 micrometers in size) and exposure to 0-35 Particles per cubic meter of 
10PM (coarse particles less than 10 micrometers in size) to be safe.   
 

 Testing: 
Readings are obtained through a portable handheld dust meter and are taken within the occupied 
spaces 3 times per hour (5 minutes per reading) during construction.  

Noise Overview and Monitoring Criteria (Per SED Guidelines): 

 Overview:  
Noise can be produced from many different sources such as vehicles, mechanical equipment, weather 
(wind), etc… Consistent exposure for average periods of time throughout the day can be a distraction 
from learning and excessive levels of noise can potentially damage one’s hearing.  
 

 Allowable Exposure: 
SED (State Education Department) guidelines consider exposure to 60db of noise (average) over an 
8hr period acceptable (60db of noise is comparable to the noise generated from a normal 
conversation). OSHA (Occupation Safety and Health Administration) guidelines consider exposure to 
90db of noise (average) over an 8hr period acceptable.   
 

 Testing: 
Readings are obtained through a stationary sound meter and are taken within the occupied spaces 
continuously throughout the day during construction.  

 
 

 


